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Simulations and experiments on magneto-optical diffraction
by an array of epitaxial Fe „001… microsquares
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Magneto-optic~MO! experimental and computational studies are reported on arrays of epitaxial
Fe~001! microsquares. Measuring the transverse Kerr signal, in both reflected and diffracted spots,
when the array is exposed to a rotating magnetic field allows the quantification of the magnetization
inhomogeneties within the microsquares. The MO signal at diffracted spots is extremely sensitive to
magnetization inhomogeneities, while working at a large constant field amplitude eliminates
uncertainties due to domain-wall movements. The presence of anomalous peaks at the diffracted
MO response is unambiguously assigned to the matching of inhomogeneities of the magnetization
distribution to the corresponding pattern periodicity. Interaction between microsquares appears as a
second-order effect. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1514388#
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The improvement in methods for epitaxial growth a
lithographic techniques allows the control of the shape
size of magnetic elements in the nanometer range and o
the possibility to place them in regular arrays.1 These arrays
of magnetic micro/nano-objects permit the study of tech
logically relevant properties such as the magnetic interac
between them or ‘‘domino’’ magnetization switching of th
array elements. Magneto-optical~MO! techniques are very
suitable to study such elements due to their sensitivity an
the possibility of using light reflected and diffracted by t
periodic array to analyze the magnetic behavior of
system.2–9 As opposed to reflected light, a system modeli
is required to fully understand the information carried
diffracted beams. In this letter, we present a MO study
single-crystalline Fe~001! arrays of square microelements
microtiles. A transverse Kerr configuration is used and a
tating magnetic fieldH is applied in the plane of the sampl
MO torque ~MOT! setup.9 Comparing experiments with
simulations has allowed the identification of specific featu
on diffracted beams that are due to magnetization inhomo
neities within the microtiles.

The samples used in the presented study are 30 nm t
single-crystal Fe~001! film grown on a 100 nm MgO buffer
layer on GaAs~001! substrates. The samples are pattern
into arrays of microtiles with different periodsT ~52.5, 5, 10
mm! and separationsw ~50.2, 0.6mm! by a combined use o
electron-beam lithography and ion-beam etching.1,9 In this
study, epitaxial Fe hard axes@110# are parallel to the squar
edge. The whole field patterned is a 2503250mm2 square
and is illuminated with a laser spot of about 140mm diam-
eter. Depending on the pattern element sizes, from hund
to thousands of individual microtiles are illuminated, obta
ing a diffraction pattern. The laser wasp polarized and the
incidence plane is parallel to one of the square edges~x axis!.

a!Electronic mail: pedrog@imm.cnm.csic.es
b!Present address: Dept. Fı´sica, U. Oviedo, 33007 Oviedo, Spain.
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In Fig. 1, the MOT signal~i.e., the variation of the
p-polarized reflected light intensity as a function of the an
betweenH and the y axis! for two typical samples@T
55 mm and w50.2 and 0.6mm for Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!,
respectively# taken at different diffraction orders is pre
sented. The intensity of the rotating magnetic field can
continuously adjusted in the 0–0.3 T range. The zero-or
signals are very similar in both samples, but the diffracti
signals are very different. In particular, the first- and seco
order diffraction signals show secondary peaks whenH is
parallel to thex axis, but they decrease as the separat
between tiles increases. This could be attributed to a sig
ture of magnetic interaction between neighboring tiles.
addition, the relative peak height decreases as the field m
nitude ~and, consequently, the magnetic homogeneity of
sample! increases. They also decrease slightly when the
size increases.

FIG. 1. Experimental MOT results: Kerr intensityI Kerr
(n,0) for diffraction order

n50,1, and 2 as function of the magnetic field angle. Samples shown h
a periodT55 mm and a field appliedH50.085 T. ~a! Tile separationw
50.2mm. ~b! w50.6mm.
6 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
IP license or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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In order to understand the different behaviors of d
fracted and reflected beams, it is necessary to have, on
one hand, a model which describes the magnetic behavio
the tiles and, on the other, a good description of the M
properties of the regular array. The use of a large rota
constant field eliminates domain-wall propagation ins
tiles, simplifying the magnetization behavior analysis. It
assumed that all the array elements behave in the same
and the reflection coefficientr pp only depends on the
y-component magnetizationmy .10 In general,r pp is not con-
stant within the tile due to the spatial distribution
my(x,y). To calculate the diffracted intensities that depe
on magnetization, the Fraunhofer diffraction theory is us
for a two-dimensional grating of square motif, taking in
account the spatial dependence ofr pp . Keeping only terms
that depend onmy and neglecting terms higher than linear
my , the Kerr intensities at diffraction maxima read as

I Kerr
~n,m!'ReS BE

2a/2

a/2 E
2a/2

a/2

my~x,y!ei2p~nx1my!/TdxdyD ,

~1!

where~n, m! are thex andy direction diffraction orders,a is
the length of the square tile (T5a1w), andB is a complex
parameter that depends on the material, light wavelen
and incidence angle. To obtain magnetization distributio
within the individual tiles at a given position of the rotatin
H field, micromagnetic calculations11 have been performed
Due to the size of tiles, two-dimensional simulations w
three-dimensional spins have been carried out. The beha
of a single tile under a rotating field was calculated instead
an array of interacting tiles. With themy(x,y) information,
the different diffracted Kerr intensitiesI Kerr

(n,m) are calculated.
The results of such calculation for the samples of Fig. 1
presented in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!. While the reflected intensity
(^my&) shows a good agreement between experimental
sults and simulation, this is not the case for diffracted int
sities. They show the same features as the experimenta
sults but several times larger. As in the experimen
secondary peaks decrease in height as the separation be
tiles increases. As mentioned, herein, it was tempting at
to interpret the features observed in the diffracted spots
their behavior as a signature of magnetic interaction betw
neighboring tiles. However, these features and its evolu
with the intertile distance is reproduced by the isolated t
simulation and it should not then be attributed to a decre
of the intertile interaction. The origin of this decrease
mainly optic, associated with different diffraction geometri
and not related with different magnetization distributions
different tile sizes or separations.

To find the physical origin of these secondary peaks
magnetization distributions obtained from the simulatio
are analyzed in detail. In Figs. 3~a!–3~d!, several magnetiza
tion distributions within the tile for selected field orientatio
have been depicted~for the case ofa54.8mm). While the
magnetization inside the tile follows theH field direction,
along the tile edge the magnetization remains parallel to
border. When theH field crosses the hardx axis, the magne-
tization close to the edges along they axis switches: Most of
the tile magnetization is parallel to thex axis, i.e.,my(x,y)
;0, except by they edges. In this situation, the lateral inh
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mogeneities of the magnetization dominates the MOT sig
@obtained from Eq.~1!#. Their abrupt change of direction
with the rotating field produces the abrupt change obser
on the spot intensities. When a largerH field is applied, the
homogeneity of the magnetization increases, decreasing
border effect and the height of the secondary peak. Th
fore, these features should be very sensitive to the distr
tion of the magnetization along the edges, i.e., to the p
ence of defects. Microfabricated tiles do not have flat ed
due to the ion milling process plus mask inhomogeneiti
Additionally, some oxidation at the edges, presence of im
rities, etc., can not be completely ruled out. These poss
‘‘defects’’ have been introduced into the simulation throu
the tile shape: Imperfect tiles with roughness, round corn
and irregular edges. The simulation of the MOT curves p
formed with these approximations is presented in Figs. 2~c!
and 2~d!, showing that these imperfect tiles have no notic
able effect on the reflected spot signal~on the^my&). On the
contrary, the anomalous peak at the MOT signal produ
when the field crosses thex axis @see Figs. 3~e!–3~h!# is
strongly reduced due to local closure domains induced
roughness that facilitates the rotation of the magnetiza
near the borders.

Due to the strength of the field used, signs of the int
action between tiles found in other magneto-optical Kerr
fect studies on tiles12 are concealed. To check how the inte
action between tiles might influence the main features
simulation of a 333 array of perfect tiles (T55 mm;
w50.2mm) has been performed. The MOT signals of th

FIG. 2. Simulated MOT results for the same cases shown in Fig. 1.~a! and
~b! Results corresponding to perfect square tiles (w50.2 and 0.6mm, re-
spectively!. ~c! and ~d! Results from imperfect square tiles simulations (w
50.2 and 0.6mm!.
IP license or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 3. ~Color! Fe~001! tile magnetization distributions for selected field directions (u585°, 90°, 95°, and 100°, respectively! obtained from micromagnetic
simulations:m(x,y) is represented with arrows;my(x,y) with the color scale. Cases depicted correspond to those shown in Fig. 2:~a!–~d! for the perfect
square tile simulation;~e!–~h! for the imperfect tile simulation. Note the sudden switch of the magnetization at they edges between~c! and~d! for the perfect
tile and ~g! and ~h! for the imperfect tile.
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simulation are similar to those shown in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!,
but secondary peaks on diffraction spots are slightly low
~around 10%!. Interactions increase the homogeneity of t
magnetization, helping a softer change of the border mag
tization, but they are a second-order effect. However, in
light of the 333 perfect array result, differences betwe
simulations of imperfect single tiles and experiments
probably due to the interaction effect.

In summary, MOT experiments and simulations f
Fe~001! tile arrays are reported. While the reflected spot c
ries information about the average magnetization within
tiles just as in conventional Kerr magnetometry, the d
fracted spots carry information about the different magn
zation distribution moments~Fourier transformed! within the
tiles. As such, they are more sensitive to inhomogeneitie
the magnetization distribution than the reflected spot. In
action between tiles manifests as a second-order ef
Changes on the diffracted spots signals of samples with
ferent tile separation are mainly due to the different opti
characteristic and not to changes on the magnetization d
bution due to the intertile interaction.
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